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COMPETENCES AND SKILLS THAT WILL BE ACQUIRED AND LEARNING RESULTS.

BASIC SKILLS
CB6
Possess and acquire knowledge that provides a basis or opportunity to be original in the
development and/or application of ideas, often in a research context.
CB7
Make the students able to apply the knowledge acquired, and their ability to solve problems in
environments that are new or little known within broader contexts (or multidisciplinary) related to their
field of study.
CB8
Make the students able to integrate knowledge and face the complexity of exercising judgment
from information that, being incomplete or limited, includes reflections over the social and ethical
responsibilities linked to the application of their knowledge and judgments.
CB9
Make the students capable to communicate their conclusions and the knowledge and ultimate
reasons that support those conclusions, to a public that may be specialized or non-specialized in a clear
and unambiguous manner.
CB10 Make the students possess the learning skills that allow them to continue studying in a way that
will, to a great extent, have to be self-directed and autonomous.
GENERAL SKILLS
CG1
Understand the multidisciplinary nature of the legal order and the necessarily interdisciplinary
approach to legal problems, especially from an international perspective.
CG2
To integrate, manage, identify, organize and analyze information of a legal nature.
CG3
To formulate critical judgments, evaluate them, and communicate their conclusions in a clear
and orderly manner.
CG4
To evaluate the development of personal and collective actions, identifying rigorous and wellfinished work, as well as mistakes, making arguments, and proposing alternative solutions to improve
processes and outcomes.
CG5
To acknowledge the growing importance of teamwork and show initiative, creativity and sense
of responsibility, maintaining a lively interest during the whole process.
CG6
To adapt and blend into different working groups, keeping fluid relationships and
communication, respecting ideas and solutions proposed by others with an attitude of cooperation and
tolerance, sharing responsibilities and issuing and receiving instructions.
CG7
To develop professional works in interdisciplinary and international teams, with the ability to
integrate diverse contributions in diverse and multicultural legal environments, all towards a common
goal.
CG8
To acquire an adequate and correct attitude at an international level, especially in the context
of legal compliance and the management of conflicts of interest in the negotiation of contracts and their
performance, as well as in the dispute resolution stage.
CG9
Ability to understand the advisory role in the broader transnational environment.
CG10 Ability to apply in new and multidisciplinary environments the concepts, principles, theories or
models related to the globalization and internationalization of the law.
SPECIAL SKILLS
CE1 To be able to draft legal documents in Spanish and English in the context of contract negotiation,
the execution of transnational transactions, as well as in international conflictual contexts.
CE2
To understand the different types of conflicts present in every negotiation or dispute resolution
activity in the context of international legal practice and to analyse its influence in the development of
the legal service to be rendered with regard to the parties involved: businesses, the State, or physical
persons.
CE3
To negotiate to resolve and/or avoid situations of legal conflict, which will permit the lawyer to
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improve the efficiency of its work.
CE7
To learn the key legal concepts and institutions in other jurisdictions, especially those coming
from a common law system, and their comparison and contrast with the main legal institutions of civil
law.
CE8
To learn the key legal principles and institutions in Transnational Law and Public International
Law, and to understand the channels through which the interests protected by the different branches of
the law can be interwoven and interrelated, either through the transfer of principles or lessons learned,
or through the conflict between them, and the need to achieve complex equilibria.
CE9
Capacity to understand the economic implications of legal decisions, and the financial
perspective when evaluating a client or a project.
CE10 Capacity to understand commercial companies in terms of the diversity of interests that are
present in them, their points of confluence, and of conflict, as well as the diversity of agency problems
that can arise, and the mechanisms, arising from the law or from party autonomy, for their solution.
CE11 Capacity to extrapolate the interests at stake in business transactions to a cross-border
environment, where the preferences of the different parties may vary, and the legal mechanisms to
solve the conflicts may be different, so that it becomes possible to understand each party¿s priorities in
each context.
CE12 Capacity to put together the contractual perspective, which is subject to party autonomy, and
bilateral negotiation, with the multi-lateral perspective, and the public interest perspective, as reflective
of a different agency, and to reconcile the interests not present in the negotiating process, and the
limits to party autonomy.
CE13 Capacity to understand the main tax aspects that need to be taken into account in the context
of a cross-border activity, particularly those that arise from international treaties and international tax
planning.
CE14 Capacity to reconcile perspectives of legal interpretation with economic and accounting
perspectives to design the transactions and structures that reconcile tax optimization with the most
scrupulous compliance with legality.
CE15 To know the steps that form the different arbitral and judicial proceedings at an international
level.
CE16 Capacity to integrate the understanding of the different stages of international proceedings in a
sequential perspective, where the different scenarios are anticipated, in order to prepare the best
strategy for the proceedings.
CE17 Advanced skills for the transnational execution and coordination of actions for the practice of
evidence, especially the production of documents, witness testimonies and expert evidence in complex
situations.
CE18 To know and be able to integrate the defence of the interest of the client within the framework
of international protection systems.
CE19 Capacity of critical analysis of contractual and procedural documents and legal texts with an
international origin for their correct interpretation and execution.
CE20 Capacity to draw common criteria from diverse sources from different legal traditions, and to
formulate proposals and positions not based on arguments of authority, but of consistency.
CE21 To advice in matters of legal compliance, or corporate law, contract law, procedural law, labour
law, administrative law or tax law from the perspective of international advocacy.
LEARNING OUTCOMES:
After taking this course the student will be able to:
-Acquire a comprehensive view of the more relevant transactions in international legal practice, which
will encompass the corporate and contractual perspective, as well as the regulatory one.
-Know the more usual proceedings in an international environment, both judicial as well as arbitral, as
well as their different stages and requirements.
-Be able to draft procedural briefs and documents corresponding to judicial and arbitral proceedings at
an international level.
-To know how to evaluate the risks and to plan the strategies that arise in international negotiation or
mediation with the goal of reaching an agreement between the parties involved.
-To know and explain the main human and fundamental rights and their protection in the main
international instruments.
-To know the main legal situations and issues that arise in the transnational mobility of workers,
persons and citizens, as well as those arising from family and succession law at an international level.
-To put in practice the essential elements of international advocacy in a way sensitive to the different
substantive areas where transnational practice takes place.
DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS: PROGRAMME

International capital markets transactions
1.- International share IPOs
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a) Financial considerations.
b) Legal framework and types of offerings (international offerings)
c) Listing and prospectus
d) Stages of the offer and price formation.
e) Listed companies: transparency duties and market abuse.
f) Private placements.
2.- International non-equity offerings
a) Financial considerations.
b) Legal framework and types of offers (international offerings)
b) Prospectus and documentation of the offering.
c) Specific considerations (I): guarantees and derivatives.
d) Specific considerations (II): asset-backed securities.
3.- Acquisitions of major holdings and Takeover Bids
a) Acquisition of major holdings: special rules.
b) Takeover bids (I). Voluntary offer and contractual documentation
c) Takeover bids (II). Mandatory rules and takeover procedure.
4.- International trading of securities and intermediaries
a) Securities holding and custody. Cross-border custody chains.
b) International securities trading: trading platforms and intermediaries.
c) Financial intermediaries: licensing, marketing and distribution of products and services.
d) International investment funds: licensing, regulatory and fiscal considerations.
LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND METHODOLOGY

TEACHING ACTIVITIES BY MATTER
AF1
AF2
AF3
AF6
AF7

Lecture
Practice/Case
Lecture-plus-practice
Group work
Students¿ individual work

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES BY MATTER
MD1: Lecture in class by the professor aided by computer and audiovisual tools, in which the course¿s
main concepts will be developed, and the main literature will be provided.
MD2: Critical reading of the texts recommended by the course¿s professor: press articles, reports,
manuals and/or academic articles, for their discussion in class, or to expand and consolidate the lessons
of the course.
MD3: Resolution of cases, problems, etc, provided by the professor, individually or in group.
MD4: Exposition and discussion in class, moderated by the professor, on topics regarding the contents
of the course, as well as practical cases.
MD5: Making of Works and reports individually or in group.

ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

EVALUATION SYSTEMS BY MATTER
SE1
SE2
SE3
SE4

Participation and engagement in class
Individual or group Works done during the course
Final exam
Presentation and public discussion of End of Studies Project

Evaluation
systems
SE1
SE2
SE3

Minimum weigh (%)
Maximum weigh (%)
20%
30%
40%
60%
20%
40%
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The master in International advocacy is a master's degree that is taught in person. Therefore, students are required to
attend all the theoretical and practical classes that the master has programmed. A student may only be absent for no
reason from a maximum of 15 per cent of the classroom hours (i.e. not the sessions or days) in each subject. In case
of excused absences, the total maximum will be 25%. If the student hold an absence greater than those indicated, a
"0" will be computed on the continuous evaluation rating. Likewise, the absences lower than those percentages may
be taken into account when it comes to modulate downward the qualification of the continuous evaluation, especially if
it includes a participation note.
In the extraordinary call the weight will be: Final examination: 60% and continuous evaluation: 40%.

% end-of-term-examination:

40

% of continuous assessment (assigments, laboratory, practicals…):

60

BASIC BIBLIOGRAPHY
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- Niamh Moloney EU Securities and Financial Markets Regulation, Oxford University Press, 2014
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